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Tcl implementation of the procedure resampleWalkers used by the proce-
dure selectionRules listed in the main text.

proc resampleWalkers {wList} {

set num [llength $wList]

# Normalize the list of weights.

set wSum 0.0

foreach w $wList {

set wSum [expr {$wSum + $w}]

}

set weightList {}

foreach w $wList {

lappend weightList [expr {$w/$wSum}]
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}

# Get the number of clones for each walker.

set wbar(0) [lindex $weightList 0]

set u [expr {rand()}]

set copyNumList [list [expr { int($num*$wbar(0)+$u) }] ]

for {set r 1} {$r < $num} {incr r} {

set r0 [expr {$r-1}]

set wbar($r) [expr {$wbar($r0) + [lindex $weightList $r]}]

lappend copyNumList [expr {int($num*$wbar($r)+$u)-int($num*$wbar($r0)+$u)}]

}

return $copyNumList

}

Tcl implementation of the procedure minExchanges used by the procedure
selectionRules listed in the main text.

# Determine the minimal exchanges that must be made to resample.

proc minExchanges {copyNumList} {

# Make a list of exchanges.

set cloneZeroList {}

set cloneMultList {}

set r 0

foreach cloneNum $copyNumList {

if {$cloneNum == 0} { lappend cloneZeroList $r }

if {$cloneNum > 1} { lappend cloneMultList $r }

incr r

}

# Is nothing cloned?

if {[llength $cloneZeroList] == 0} {

return {}

}

# Walkers cloned multiple times are copied to

# walkers cloned zero times.

# Make the list of exchanges ’srcDestList’.

set srcDestList {}
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set zeroInd 0

foreach mult $cloneMultList {

# We get one clone just by doing nothing.

set extraNum [expr {[lindex $copyNumList $mult]-1}]

for {set j 0} {$j < $extraNum} {incr j} {

set dest [lindex $cloneZeroList $zeroInd]

set srcDestList [concat $srcDestList $mult $dest]

incr zeroInd

}

}

return $srcDestList

}
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